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Reasons why computing curricula 
have been introduced

• Economic – increasingly jobs require computing skills, and 
there is a shortage of applicants with these skills

• Organisational - businesses and institutions increasingly 
employ learning technologists with computing skills 

• Community - computing is increasingly used by social and 
community groups, creating social media, for example

• Educational – education should support understanding and 
development of emerging disciplines

• Learning – computer users need technical, operational and 
application skills and competencies to support uses

• Learner – learners should engage in areas that interest them



Implications for research in this 
field

• Economic – how will shifts and predictions in employment and 
skill needs become accessible to and used by pupils?

• Organisational – how will group working be developed in 
computing lesson activities?

• Community – how will engagement with community groups be 
fostered and handled?

• Educational – how will pupils, teachers and schools be updated 
regularly about new developments?

• Learning – how will pupil problem-solving and creative skills be 
assessed, as well as computing and programming skills?

• Learner – how will prolonged interest in longer-term 
engagement with computing be fostered?



The curriculum challenge

• to ensure that all pupils: can understand and apply the 
fundamental principles and concepts of computer science, 
including abstraction, logic, algorithms and data 
representation; can analyse problems in computational terms, 
and have repeated practical experience of writing computer 
programs in order to solve such problems; can evaluate and 
apply information technology, including new or unfamiliar 
technologies, analytically to solve problems; and are 
responsible, competent, confident and creative users of 
information and communication technology. (National 
Curriculum for Computing 5-16, DFE, n.p.)



Applying different methodological 
approaches
Focus Research question(s) Research timeline Research approach Research methods
Economic How will shifts and 

predictions in employment 
and skill needs become 
accessible to and used by 
learners?

Organisational How will group working be 
developed in computing 
lesson activities?

Community How will engagement with 
community groups be 
fostered and handled?

Educational How will learners, teachers 
and schools be updated 
regularly about new 
developments?

Learning How will learner problem-
solving and creative skills be 
assessed, as well as 
computing and programming 
skills?

Learner How will prolonged interest 
in longer-term engagement 
with computing be fostered?



Ways research has approached this 
field in the compulsory sector

Example image

Focus Research question(s) Research to date
Economic How will shifts and predictions in employment 

and skill needs become accessible to and used by 
pupils?

Not explored, except in careers 
education, although some business-
generated predictions at national level 
exist

Organisational How will group working be developed in 
computing lesson activities?

Limited research – but group work is 
used in some HE courses; Johnson 
(2014); Passey (2014, 2015)

Community How will engagement with community groups be 
fostered and handled?

Limited – Technasium is an example; 
Passey (2013)

Educational How will pupils, teachers and schools be updated 
regularly about new developments?

Not really explored from a research 
dimension, but business-generated 
updates and trends are accessible

Learning How will pupil problem-solving and creative skills 
be assessed, as well as computing and 
programming skills?

Possible background from Papert
(1980); Papert and Harel (1991); 
http://technav.ieee.org/tag/8196/probl
em-solving#xplore

Learner How will prolonged interest in longer-term 
engagement with computing be fostered?

Not really explored, except in some 
elements of careers education, and 
tracking through examination statistics

http://technav.ieee.org/tag/8196/problem-solving#xplore


The role research should play over 
the next 10 years

Example imageFocus Research question(s) Role

Economic How will shifts and predictions in employment 
and skill needs become accessible to and used by 
pupils?

Organisational How will group working be developed in 
computing lesson activities?

Community How will engagement with community groups be 
fostered and handled?

Educational How will pupils, teachers and schools be updated 
regularly about new developments?

Learning How will pupil problem-solving and creative skills 
be assessed, as well as computing and 
programming skills?

Learner How will prolonged interest in longer-term 
engagement with computing be fostered?



Gaps in our research 
understanding

There are many gaps:
• We have few fundamental studies
• Most are based on an acceptance of the concept of 

constructionism
• We have no long-term studies
• We have limited studies that focus on economic or community 

goals
• We have limited concepts of progression in learning with 

computer science for 5-16 year old learners (models exist, but 
these have not yet been researched in  practice)

• We do not fully understand the drivers or barriers
• We do not understand how tomorrow’s technologies will 

influence today’s learners



Opportunities and challenges

• There are many :

– We need fundamental studies

– Questioning and taking forward concepts including  
constructionism (and computational thinking)

– We need long-term studies, focusing on economic or community 
goals

– We need to understand more fully the concepts of progression in 
learning with computer science for 5-16 year old learners

– We need to understand the drivers or barriers

– We need to know how tomorrow’s technologies will influence 
today’s learners
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